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Which two product configurations are provided by Cisco Intercloud Fabric architecture?
(Choose two.)
 
A. Cisco Intercloud fabric for Business 
B. Cisco Intercloud fabric for Providers 
C. Cisco Intercloud fabric for Public clouds 
D. Cisco Intercloud fabric for Hybrid clouds 
E. Cisco Intercloud fabric for Private clouds 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

When considering a private cloud integrated infrastructure, which solution is prebuilt and
tested before being delivered to a customer only using Cisco, and VMware?
 
 
A. FlexPod 
B. VBlock 
C. NFS 
D. VSPEX 
E. SAN 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which statement about file-level storage is true?
 
 
A. It is well suited for bulk file storage. 
B. Support external boot-up of systems connected to them. 
C. It is complicated to implement. 
D. It can store files and provide storage required for special applications like database
VMFS. 
 

Answer: A
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From which module must a manager or supervior review and authorize the service when
end user submits an order in the prime service catalog?
 
 
A. Order Management 
B. Service e Request 
C. Requisition 
D. Administration 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which protocol is used to extend Layer 2 for long-distance bridging?
 
 
A. OTV 
B. VXLAN 
C. LISP 
D. VPN 
E. NvGRE 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which three options does Cisco Intercloud Fabric provide? (Choose three.)
 
A. Workload security throughout the resulting hybrid clouds. 
B. Ability to build, test, and validate laaS architecture in a nonproduction environment
without affecting other existing deployments. 
C. Increase the business and time-to-service revenue with cloud infrastructures. 
D. Usage-based, per customer costing in multitenant cloud environments. 
E. Highly secure, scalable connectivity to extend private clouds to service provider clouds. 
F. Consistent operations and workload portability across clouds. 
 

Answer: A,E,F
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A cloud administrator must deploy a private Cloud. The design is focused on the need to
accelerate applications delivered from private and virtual private cloud infrastructure, using
policy-based on-demand orchestration. Which two products are the most beneficial to
these efforts. (Choose two.)
 
 
A. VSG 
B. Cisco Nexus 1000v 
C. ASAv 
D. vNAM 
E. Cisco vWAAS 
 

Answer: B,E

 

 

Service providers can use mute tenant data centers to efficiently and economically provide
cloud services using shared hardware and network infrastructures. Which two options does
this approach require? (Choose two)
 
 
A. partial segregation of network components by tenant 
B. complete separation of network traffic by tenant 
C. strict access control policies 
D. complete separation of hardware infrastructure per tenant 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

A system administrator must use Cisco UCS Director to migrate several virtual machines
from one host to another without disrupting the workload In whichtwo ways can the
administrator accomplish this task? (Choose two.)
 
 
 
A. migrate VM policy 
B. migrate VM wizard 
C. hot VW migration wizard 
D. hot VM workflow task 
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